This article is a report of Projet bibliographique of M1 atÉcole Normale Supérieure. In this article we reviewed the historical developments in artificial gauge fields and spin-orbit couplings in cold atom systems. We resorted to origins of literatures to trace the ideas of the developments. For pedagogical purposes, we tried to work out examples carefully and clearly, to verified the validity of various approximations and arguments in detail, and to give clear physical and mathematical pictures of the problems that we discussed. The first part of this article introduced the fundamental concepts of Berry phase and Jaynes-Cummings model. The second part reviewed two schemes to generate artificial gauge fields with N-pod scheme in cold atom systems. The first one is based on dressed-atom picture which provide a method to generate non-Abelian gauge fields with dark states. The second one is about rotating scheme which is achieved earlier historically. Non-Abelian gauge field inevitably leads to spin-orbit coupling. We reviewed some developments in achieve spin-orbital coupling theoretically and experimentally. The fourth part was devoted to recently developed idea of optical flux lattice that provides a possibility to reach the strongly correlated regime in cold atom systems. We developed a geometrical interpretation based on Cooper's theory. Some useful formulae and their proofs were listed in the Appendix.
The dynamics of quantum physics was represented by unitary operators. All the observables are connected to their expectation values of the corresponding operator sandwiched by state vectors and their dual. In most cases, physical realities depend only on the modular square of the wave function (by Born's probabilistic interpretation [1] ) rather than the wave function itself. Therefore it is not important if the wave function is multiplied by some phase factor. Nonetheless, sometimes the results do depend on the phase factors. One used to argue that those results depending on the phase factor are not gauge invariant, thus they are not observable directly, and these factors can be gauged out by a proper gauge transform. Therefore, the effects of the phase factor has been long neglected. While historically, many effects, as A-B effect [2] [3] [4] [5] , and nuclear motion in molecules [6] [7] were predicted and observed which are clear clues that quantum phase does play some "observable" roles in physical reality. It was Berry [8] who pointed out the importance of phase factor in a adiabatic circular evolution [9] [10] [11] of a quantum state, which is now often called Berry phase. (It is also called Mead-Berry Phase. One also uses geometric phase as synonym.)
Simon [12] pointed out the mathematical structure of the Berry phase. He attributed Berry's idea to the underlying holonomical structure of vector bundle. This idea stimulated understanding the topological characters of quantum Hall effect [13] , which developed to another exciting field in condensed matter physics. Wilczek and Zee [14] generalized the ideas of Berry and Simon to nonAbelian gauge fields and proposed possible methods to observe these effects [15] .
In cold atom systems, as the motion of the atom can be considered adiabatic, then a nontrivial phase factor is induced by light-atom couplings which were well known in quantum optics. Here we shall follow ideas of Berry, Simon, and Wilczek and Zee to develop the formulations of gauge structure induced by adiabatic evolution. The coupling between light and beam will be analyzed in the following section by introducing Jaynes-Cumming's model. The internal degrees of freedom play a role of pseudospin. The induced artificial non-Abelian gauge fields will naturally induce the spin-orbital coupling in a system, which has important and interesting features.
In Ref. 8 , Berry first considered a non-degenerate state evolving adiabatically under a time dependent Hamiltonian that is parameterized by a circuit. In addition to the dynamical phase factor exp(− i / t 0 E(R(t ))dt ), the state acquires another phase factor exp(iγ(t)), wherė γ(t) = i ψ(R(t))|∇ R |ψ(R(t)) ·Ṙ(t), R is the parameter. If the evolution path is not closed, this phase factor can be gauged away. While if the Hamiltonian gets back to its initial value, then this additional phase accumulated along the circuit C is γ(C) =i C ψ(R(t))|∇ R |ψ(R(t)) ·Ṙ(t)dt =i C ψ(R)|∇ R |ψ(R) · dR, (1) which is time independent under adiabatic approximation. Since ψ| ∇|ψ = − ∇ ψ| |ψ , γ is real. By Stokes theorem, we have
which is gauge invariant. Simon [12] point out that the integrand is in fact a two form relating to Chern class, which characterize the topology of space of R. It also indicates the differential structure of the bundle [12] [16] .
In analog to the gauge structure of electromagnetic field, Yang and Mills generalized U (1) gauge to nonAbelian case [17] , which is fundamental to the standard model of particle physics. Wu and Yang also studied nonintegrable phase factor in both Abelian and non-Abelian cases [16] . Similarly, Berry and Simon's idea was also generalized to non-Abelian case [14] . Ref. 14 considered the "phase factor" of a degenerate sub-manifold with dimension larger than one, where gauge potential A becomes a matrix. In Ref. 14 they resort to some symmetry of the system to guarantee the degeneracy that is key to the appearance of non-Abelian gauge field. However, in cold atom system, we can achieve the degenerate submanifold by dark states of atoms interacting with the lights and therefore the non-Abelian gauge fields emerges naturally.
B. Jaynes-Cummings's Model
In 1960s, Jaynes and Cummings introduced a model to describe the interactions of a two-level atom with cavity modes of electromagnetic field, which is now named after them [18] [19] . This model proves to be simple but precise enough to describe the actual experiments of Cavity Quantum ElectroDynamics (Cavity QED or CQED). It also provides a toy model for studying the artificial gauge fields in cold atom systems [20] .
According to Janes and Cummings (Ref. 18) , we may consider a system of a two-level atom and singled mode of a cavity. The free electromagnetic field subjected to the boundary condition of the cavity can be quantized as
whereˆ andˆ * are complex polarization of the field, a and a † are creation and annihilation operators of the photon, and A is the normalization factor depends on the geometry and boundary conditions of the cavity. We denote |g and |e for the internal degree of freedom for the two-level atom. Thus the noninteracting bases are |α ⊗ |n , α = e, g, n = 0, 1, 2, ....
The atom coupled to the electromagnetic field through the interaction Hamiltonian of the form
whereD is the dipole operator acting on the states of the atom [64] . For brevity, we may assume that the entries of the dipole operator is of the form m|D|m
There are two kinds of couplings: one couples |g, n + 1 and |e, n ; the other couples |g, n and |e, n + 1 . The former is related to the process of de-excitation of the atom by emitting a photon or excitation by absorbing one photon. The later is in the contrast. It seems to be a violation of the energy conservation for the second term but it is not the case as we do not take the motions of the atom in real space in to account [65] . According to Ref. 18 , the second kind of coupling is negligible (as the detuning is not far away from the resonance it is equivalent to the seminal Rotating Wave Approximation (RWA) [21] ). With RWA, the coupling Hamiltonian decoupled into blocks, with the ground state unshifted, |e, 0 coupling to |g, 1 , |e, 1 to |g, 2 ... Then the Hamiltonian of the n th coupled block is of the form
where
is the coulpling of the two quasidegenerate levels in the n th submanifold (when detuning is not large). Therefore the system can be solved exactly by diagonalizing the block Hamiltonian. The new eigenenergies are
We can also obtain the time evolution of the states with this Hamiltonian by solving time-dependent Schrödinger equation
where a is the amplitude of state |e, n and b is that of |g, n + 1 . In Ref. 18 , they used this model for beam maser, so they considered an atom originally in excited state |e decaying to the ground state |g , where, specially, n=0 corresponds to the amplitude of spontaneous emission. Eliminate b and its derivative, we obtain [66]
Let a = e −iωt (test solution), and substitute for Eq. 8, we have
It is easy to observe that this is exactly the secular equation we have solved for the eigen-energies, therefore ω ± = E ± , and the general solution is a = A + e −iω+t + A − e −iω−t where A + and A − are to be determined by initial conditions. Since at t = 0, the atom is in excited state, i.e. a(t = 0) = 1, b(t = 0) = 0. Substitute back to Eq. 7, we obtain the initial conditions for their first derivatives i ȧ(t = 0) = E 1 , i ḃ (t = 0) = V * . We achieve the solutions a =e
where ∆ = E 1 − E 2 is called detuning and Ω = ∆ 2 + 4|V | 2 is the generalized Rabi frequency.
When ∆ Ω (about resonance),
i.e. the atom oscillates between |e and |g of frequency Ω . When V → 0, take the limit of t → +∞, by Theorem 1 (see Appendix) Now we introduce the semiclassical version of the Jaynes-Cummings model that inherits most features of the full quantum version and is easier to apply to real systems of CQED and cold atoms. The only difference is that now electromagnetic field is classical, i.e. E = E 0 cos(ωt + φ). Then the interaction Hamiltonian in Eq. 4 is
where Ω = −d 0 ·E 0 / is called Rabi frequency. As for the Hamiltonian of the two-level atom, by choosing a proper point of E = 0, we may write it as
where ω eg is the energy difference of two internal levels. The total Hamiltonian H = H atom + H int is time dependent. Since the system is not far from resonance, we can change to a "rotating" frame to eliminate the time dependence by choosing an "interaction" picture properly.
where H 0 = 
cos θ e −iφ sin θ e iφ sin θ − cos θ
where ∆ = ω eg − ω, Ω = √ ∆ 2 + Ω 2 , θ = arctan(Ω/∆), and Ωe −iφ /2 = V . The first term of H 1 always commutes with H 0 . We usedσ +σz = (σ z − 2)σ + and σ −σz = (σ z + 2)σ − , or Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula in the second step. Omitting the fast oscillating terms in the fourth step is so called RWA. The interacting Hamiltonian can also be written as
, which has an easy geometrical interpretation. In the interaction picture, the Bloch vector corresponding to the state rotates around axis in direction of n by angular velocity Ω . For ∆ ω ≈ ω eg , the result of semiclassical approach agrees with the one obtained by full quantum method.
So far, we neglected the orbital motion of the atom in the real space. The phase of the laster φ and detuning angle θ are space dependent. When the atom moves in the light field, they will influence its orbital motions. We shall show bellow that this kind of influence can be described as a vector potential in adiabatic limit. For two level system, with initial condition in one of the internal eigenstate, this vector potential is an Abelian gauge potential; the atom motion was modified as if there is a magnetic field.
II. ARTIFICIAL GAUGE FIELDS IN COLD ATOMS
A. Tow Level Atom in a Light Beam
As we have shown in the previous sections, two-level atoms can be described by Jaynes-Cummings's model. We may denote {|g , |e } a basis of the two-dimensional Hilbert space of the internal degree of freedom. The coupling of the internal degree of freedom with the light field under RWA can be described by a 2 by 2 matrix of the form
where Ω is the generalized Rabi frequency, θ and φ are two position dependent angle parameters (as shown in Eq. 16). Therefore the total Hamiltonian of the atom moving in the light beam is
where M is the mass of the atom, P = −i ∇ is the total momentum operator andÎ is the identity in internal space.
At any point r, U has two eigenstates
with eigenvalues Ω /2 and − Ω /2 respectively [67] . A remark concerning state bases of {|e,Ẽ , |g,Ẽ } and {|χ 1 , |χ 2 } deserves to be emphasized here. We have shown in the previous section, when the frequency of the laser is near resonance and dipole coupling is strong, the off diagonal elements in Eq. 17 drive the internal states of the atom oscillating back and forth with absorbing and emitting a photon in resonance. Therefore, |e and |g are no longer convenient basis to describe the internal state of the atoms. On the contrary, states given in Eq. 19 are eigenvectors of U , thus we can diagonalize U by a unitary transform S from the basis of {|e,Ẽ , |g,Ẽ } to {|χ 1 , |χ 2 }, and then the total Hamiltonian is diagonal in internal space. This perspective is also called "Dressed-Atom Approach" [22] . When the coupling decrease to zero, the dressed states come back to |e and |g . However, from Eq. 19, we may observe these dressed states are position dependent. When the atom is coupling with the field, they are not degenerate (separated by a finite gap 2|V |). Under adiabatic limit, if the atom is in one of the dressed eigenstate and the orbital motion of atom is slow enough, it shall always remain in the submanifold of that state, while position-dependent projections will contribute to the orbital wave function a phase factor in addition to the ordinary dynamical phase factor, which leads to the gauge field at last. Now let us expand the total wave function in term of these local basis as
where ψ j (r, t), j = 1, 2 are time dependent wave functions [68] . Apply the total Hamiltonian (Eq. 18) to our total wave function, we have our time dependent Schrödinger equation
Since the eigenstates |χ j of U are position dependent, P may act on both part of the wave function, differentiating with respect to r. The second term V represents trap potential that is diagonal both in internal space and real space (we shall assume that |e and |g experience same trap potential). The third term acts on the internal eigenstates and gives the corresponding eigenenergies.
In the first step, we shall calculate the total momentum operator P acting on the total wave function |Ψ(r, t) .
where p is of the form of momentum operator but not acting on the spinor, and A lj = i χ l |∇|χ j is the gauge potential, or in a sense of mathematics, the "connection".
Then we can calculate the kinetic energy.
where p still only acts on the "orbital" part. Now, projecting it to the eigen space of χ n , and rewrite the formula in the form of matrix,
whereÂ is a matrix vector, Φ = ψ 1 (r, t) ψ 2 (r, t) is a two component wave function of orbital part, and the subscript n at down right corner indicates the n-th component of the wave function.
The second term and the third term of Eqn. 21 is easy to obtain and project to |χ n χ n |VÎ|Ψ(r, t) = V (r)Φ(r, t)
who is Hermitian. Furthermorê
Thus, with Eq. 20, and projecting the left hand side of Eq. 21 to |χ n , we have
where adiabatic assumption has been used [69] . On the other hand, with the help of Eqn. 24 and 25, we have
Combining Eq. 29 and 30, we arrive at
It is obvious to observe that the last two terms on the right hand side of Eqn. 31 are diagonal, while carefulness is needed to calculate the first term, since p does not commute withÂ. Without lose of generality, we may observed the first component of the wave function. AlthoughÂ 2 is diagonal,Â itself is not, thus two components may be well coupled through the off-diagonal entries ofÂ.
We shall now calculate the first term explicitly [70] .
Notice that
With Eq. 26 or Eq. 28, we have diagonal term of Eq. 33 are
+ W,
couple the two components of the wave function (Φ).
If we further assume that initially ψ 2 = 0, and take the adiabatic limit, we can arrive at Schrödinger equation for the wave function in |χ 1 subspace
where A = A 11 and A plays a role of artificial Abelian gauge field. A remark concerning the adiabatic approximation deserves here. By definition, off-diagonal elements of con- [71] . Thus the coupling term in Eq. 34 is of order of v · A ij ∼ i χ i | ∂H ∂t |χ j /(E j − E i ) that vanishes as first order in adiabatic limit. Since the initial value of ψ 2 is zero, its amplitude also vanishes as first order, and its contribution to ψ 1 through the off-diagonal terms vanishes as second order under adiabatic limit, which validates our adiabatic approximation. Therefore projecting to one of the submanifolds, we arrive at the non-Abelian gauge theory as shown in Eq. 35. This estimation also gives a criteria for adiabatic approximation in real experiments. The typical orbital energy changes of order δV = V (r) − V (r + vδt) that should be much smaller than the gap E 2 − E 1 of the dressed-states. This means that our atom should move "slow" enough, which is only a "naïve" sense of adiabatic approximation.
A further remark is that, in fact, our toy two-level dressed-atom model did exhibit full non-Abelian characters that is obvious from Eq. 31 (an example of the transformation of the connection A is verified in Proposition 4 in appendix). However, our adiabatic limit guarantees that if initially our system is in an eigenstate of dressed state, it shall always remain in that sub-manifold. But if the gap of two states are not large enough, this simple projection will no longer be valid, while the non-Abelian gauge features in Eq. 31 still hold. More generally, if our system is initially in a sub-manifold spanned by several quasi degenerate states whereas this sub-manifold is well separated from other sub-manifolds by large gaps, which enables us to apply adiabatic projection, then we can construct artificially non-Abelian schemes in our atom-light systems.
Unfortunately, the scheme of our toy model is not very practical. The excited state of the atom may spontaneously decay. The collisions between the atom will also cause some problems. In the following sections, we shall introduce several more practical schemes for realizing artificial gauge fields in cold atoms, and we shall also analyze carefully the problems we may encountered. Nevertheless, the idea is just a simple generalization that shares almost all the key factors that we have shown in our toy model. to the sub-manifold of dressed states with adiabatic approximation, we obtain an artificial Abelian gauge field induced by the space-dependent Rabi frequency and detuning. We can simply generalize our scheme by coupling two quasi-degenerate ground states to another state. The scheme was shown in Fig. 2 , where two state |g 1 and |g 2 are coupled to |e by two laser beams. The laser couplings are subjected to selection rules, so we can choose proper polarization of lasers to control them separately. As shown in previous section, the total coupling Hamiltonian under RWA can be written as
where κ i , i = 1, 2 are complex space dependent Rabi frequencies, ±2δ are detunings of photon excitation with respect to the Raman resonance [20] . Now we consider the resonant case, i.e. 2δ = 0. Rewrite this Hamiltonian in Dirac bra-ket notation
By this notation, it is obvious that the interaction only couples |e and |B together. But now we have a Hilbert space spanned by three independent state vector. So the third state
who is orthogonal and uncoupled to |e and |B subspace has an eigenenergy of zero, which is called Dark State.
The other two eigenstates span the same subspace of < |e , |B >. In this submanifold, the coupling Hamiltonian reduces to a 2 × 2 matrix that is completely same as the one we solved in the previous section. By diagonalize the Hamiltonian, we find they are |± = (|e + |B )/ √ 2 with eigenenergies E ± = ± κ/2 respectively. And |B is called Bright State.
Since |D is well separated from the other two eigenstates by an energy gap of E g = κ/2, by adiabatic approximation and projection, it plays the same role as the dressed states in previous section. On the other hand, |D is orthogonal to |e , i.e. no population in is |e , thus atom state is not affected by spontaneous emission. In fact, this remarkable property was already well-known in quantum optics such as subrecoil cooling, Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT) and STImulated Raman Adiabatic Passage(STIRAP). These applications rely on the robustness of |D with respect to the decoherence caused by spontaneous emission [20] .
By little laborious calculation as we have done in previous section, we obtained effective Equation of Motion for orbital part projected to |D sub-manifold
where A = i D|∇|D and W = 2 | B|∇|D | 2 /2M are the effective vector and scalar potential induced by the space-dependent dark state.
For pedagogical purposes, we do the calculations in detail again, but by the language of differential form for comparison. The antisymmetrical properties and compact form of exterior differential operator will save us from the tedious component notations and simplify our calculations.
First, project our total wave function to the eigen basis of dressed atom as in Eq. 18
Since P acts on both part of the wave function, as shown in Eq. 22, we can easily arrive at the EoM of the form in analog to Eq. 31, but the wave function has three components and all the matrices are 3 × 3. In analog to Eq. 33, the off-diagonal terms coupling |D to the other states are neglected due to the adiabatic approximation. Diagonal terms ofÂ andÂ 2 contribute to the vector and scalar potential.
Mathmatically, adiabatic assumption enables us to project the total wave function to the local basis of eigenstates of atom-light couplings. This in a sense define a frame bundle F over the adiabatic-parameter manifold (here the adiabatic parameter, also called base space or base manifold in mathematics, is the real position, dimension d = 2 or 3 for the cases discussed in this article). Local frame is n-dimensional (n = 2 for our toy model, n = 3 for Λ-scheme, and n = N + 1 for the N-pod scheme to be discussed). P/(−i ) is the derivative operator. As it acts on the orbital part, it becomes p/(−i ) as a differential operator, acting on the wave function, giving a 1-form corresponding to a "vector". P/(−i ) acts on the frame basis by natural derivative of wave function with respect to the adiabatic parameter defining a connection over the frame bundle F , and ω = A/(i ) is the connection matrix. The connection matrix is frame basis dependent. A transform of basis will induce a transform of connection matrix which corresponds to the gauge transform physically. Here the frame is a basis of orthonormal wave functions, and we would only consider a transform to another orthonormal basis, i.e. a Unitary Transform. More specifically, in most cases, we need only consider SU (N ) transform. Attaching this group to every point of the adiabatic=parameter manifold gives a principal bundle P , correspondingly the structure group SU (N ) also called gauge group in physics. A local gauge transform is a smooth section of the principal bundle inducing a bundle morphism from F to itself, i.e. a transform over every fibre of F . Physically and mathematically, A is gauge dependent or frame dependent and it does not transform as a vector but as A = U † AU + i U † dU [72] . Mathematically one can define a homogeneously transforming 2-from associated to the connection
which is called curvature. Similarly, we can also define a physical quantity corresponding to curvature
which is gauge field [73] . Now let us be back from this long deviation to mathematical jargons. [74] For convenience we shall rewrite dark state as
where ζ = κ 1 /κ 3 = |ζ|e i φ, φ = φ 1 − φ 2 . Since now we have no other eigenstates in this degenerate space, we can multiply Eq. 42 by a phase factor e −iφ2 to make our life easier. This local gauge transform does not affect curvature, but do changes connection coefficients. For the consideration of consistency, we shall keep our notation, try to calculate the more complex version. ∇|D is the covariant derivative of the frame basis. Since we have chosen our basis as the dressed states for every point, then the covariant derivative is naturally defined in this way implied by adiabatic assumption (Physically, it is natural for us to assume {|g i , |e }, i = 1, 2, states of bare atom, as a flat frame).
Then we can calculate the vector potential by definition
This calculation is easy as D|D and g i |g j = δ ij . For gauge field, we have two method to calculate it. One is directly, by definition
where we have used d 2 = 0 and df ∧ dg = −dg ∧ df , and the second term on the right hand side of first line vanishes for A is simply a 1-form. Translate back to usual language of vector analysis
which is consistent with Eq. 30 in Ref. 20 . Comparing the calculations before, in this case the language of differential form do save us from the tedious vector product or its components.
We have another way to calculate the gauge field. by definition B = ∇×A = i ∇× D|∇D = i ∇D|×|∇D . This vector identity is not very obvious, however its differential form correspondence dD|∧|dD is easy to prove (see Theorem 3 in Appendix). Careful reader must have noticed some strange operations d * | ∧ |d * . In fact it is well defined in a sense that * || * indicates the Hermitian inner products of Dirac's bra-ket, and d * ∧d * is normal wedge product. Since the inner product is Hermitian linear integral (sum) over internal space, whereas d is differential operator acting on the C ∞ function over base manifold, they do commute. Then one can calculate it without any ambiguity. It is more complex to use this formula here to calculate B. For pedagogical purpose, we demonstrate the calculating rules in the following to convince the reader that it does work (That is why we also calculated ∇D| in Eq. 43).
At last, as we expected B = i dD| ∧ |dD , we cam back to Eq. 45. Finally, we sstill need to calculated the vector potential
where the first term is from the diagonal term of A 2 , and the second term is due to the square term of kinetic energy (cf. Eq. 33). Since A is a matrix vector, it carries two kind of indices, indices of Euclidean space and that of internal space. So one should be careful here that we need to deal with two kind of inner products. For the Euclidean one, there is a mathematical correspondence in the language of differential form by using Hodge star operator" ". The inner product of two vector corresponds to ω A ∧ ω B that is a 3-form (or volume form). For the one of internal space, the inner product is Hermitian. It will be greatly simplified if make make good use of the orthonormal relations of the bases. We notice that the summing indices j runs over the subspace orthogonal to |D , if we choose |B and |e the basis, there is only one term contributing to the sum (|e is orthogonal to 
Since the eigen energy of the dark state is zero, no term corresponding to Ω/2 in Eq. 35 appears here. We at last finish the mountains of calculations. In experiments, one usually uses cold alkali atom system. One chooses |g i as the hyperfine level of the ground state, and |e as first excited state. The fact that no population of dark state is on |e protects our system from spontaneous emission. Unfortunately, as we have shown, this lambda scheme still provides us Abelian gauge field. So as to achieve a non-Abelian scheme, we may simply put more pods on the ground, which naturally leads us to an n-pod system (Fig. 3) .
Before we proceed to more general case, let us examine the next simplest case of N = 3. All the physical consideration mathematical techniques are exactly the same as N = 1 of our toy model and N = 2 of Λ-scheme, so it is as easy as counting form 1 and 2 to 3.
First, again write down the coupling Hamiltonian of atom and light in RWA (without detuning) [75] 
By Dirac notation
where |B = (κ *
This time the interaction still only couples |e and |B together, but now we have a Hilbert space of dimension 4! So there are another two degenerate dark states of eigen energies 0.
, who are orthogonal and uncoupled to |e and |B . On the other hand, |e and |B split into |± = (|e ± |B )/ √ 2 with eigenenergies E ± = ± κ/2. It is more convenient to define several angle parameters
Denote κ j = |κ j |e iSj [76] . Then, under the basis of < |g 1 , |e , |g 2 , |g 3 >, four eigenstates of the coupling Hamiltonian become
With this new group of basis, redo the procedures before. We have the projection as
where k = 1, 2 for tripod scheme (for N -pod scheme, with total N + 1 levels, k = 1, 2, 3...N − 1 counting the dart states). Write down the time dependent Schrödinger equation in terms of the basis < |D k , k = 1, 2...N − 1, |± >:
whereÂ J,K = i J|∇|K , J, K = D, B and suffices D =dark states submanifold and B =bright states submanifold. Since we used basis of eigenstates of atom-light coupling, U is diagonal. Since the dark states and bright states are separated by a finite gap, by adiabatic condition, the off-diagonal entries ofÂ · p andÂ 2 are higher order terms which are neglected. Therefore the motions of bright and dark submanifolds are decoupled. The diagonal terms ofÂ 2 (Â 2 J,J are absorbed into the the square terms) contributes a scalar potential W that is quite different from V . W is not diagonal in general; it is as A a non-Abelian potential coupling the components of wave function in the submanifold. Since the excited state is orthogonal to dark submanifold, dark states do not suffer form spontaneous emission, which provides an practical model for artificial non-Abelian gauge fields. By projecting to this submanifold, we arrive at last to our effective EoM with non-Abelian gauge fields
where non-Abelian scalar potential
The explicit results are calculated [77] , vector potential
A 12 = sin ϕe i(S3−S1−S2) sin ϑ cos ϑ(dS 1 − dS 2 ) + idϑ ,
and scalar potential
For convenience (it is also practical in experiment as long as the laser coupling |1 and |2 are copropagating and have the same frequency as well as orbital angular momentum), we may set S 1 = S 2 = S. By adjusting the relative phase of the third laser we may S 3 = 0. This leads to
We further to calculate the nun-Abelian gauge field. First calculate the exterior differential of A
Then we calculate the exterior product of A
Combining Eq. 60 and 61, we finally obtain the non-Abelian gauge field [78] 
C. Rotating Gases
In the previous sections, we have constructed artificial gauge fields through Berry phase induced by atom-light coupling. If we consider the simplest case of U (1) electromagnetic field, it acts on the particle by a Lorentz force. A classical analogy to the Lorentz force in Coriolis force in rotating frame. A typical example of geometrical phase in classical mechanics is the Foucault's pendulum. This analogy encourages us to generate the artificial magnetic in a rotating gas system, which is, in fact, realized earlier historically than the optical methods [23] [24] [25] .
Consider a 2-dimensional gas disc (the atoms are confined in x-y plane ). Its Hamiltonian is
wherep andr are operators in the rest frame. Now let us rotate our system around z-axis with a constant angular velocity Ω rot = Ω rot e z . In quantum mechanics, rotation generator of coordinate is the angular momentum operatorL. A general rotation around n by angle θ can be written in terms of generator by exponential map R n (θ) = e − i θn·L , where n is a unit vector indicating the rotation axis. So we may rotate our system by operator
whereL z is the z-component of angular momentum. Correspondingly, our Hamiltonian should transform aŝ
. Then we have our time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE)
where |ψ is the state vector in rotating frame. Since we stay in the lab frame, we need to transform the state vector back to lab frame |ψ =R −1 z (Ω rot t)|ψ = R † z (Ω rot t)|ψ , which leads to the TDSE in lab frame
is the effective Hamiltonian in lab frame that is time independent. Noting that Ω rot ·L = Ω rot · (r ×p) = (Ω rot ×r) ·p and [(Ω rot ×r) a ,p a ] = 0, we can rewrite the effective Hamiltonian as
is the effective vector potential, and
is the centrifugal potential. In the specific configuration that we consider here,r is in the x-y plane and Ω rot is along z-axis. Thus this term reduces to
The induced effective magnetic field iŝ
If our system in x-y plane is confined by a harmonic potential
where ω x , ω y ∼ ω characterize the confinement strength.
When the angular velocity of rotation Ω rot approaches ω, the centrifugal anti-trapping potential compensates the confinement so that the atoms move "freely" only seeing the magnetic field. The associated cyclotron frequency is ω c = B/m = 2Ω rot .
The Hamiltonian shown above is the single-particle Hamiltonian. We can further take the two-body interaction in to account without changing much in the mathematical frame. All that one need to observe is that r 1 · r 2 is invariant under rotation as it is Euclidean scalar, which leads the invariance of |r 1 − r 2 | 2 = r 2 1 + r 2 2 − 2r 1 · r 2 . If two-body interaction V 1 2 depends only on |r 1 − r 2 |, all the mathematics above are still valid, therefore this formalism can be generalized to interacting particles.
The early experiments are demonstrated by the groups at JILA [23] , ENS [24] and MIT [25] . Creating vortex in BEC was originally reported in Ref. 23 by rotating through atom-light coupling of the internal degree of freedom. In Ref. 24 , they rotate the BEC by stirring with an an optical spoon. Several vortices were observed, which are imaged by Time of Flight (ToF). Ref. 25 used dipole force exerted by two blue-detuned laser beams. The ordered vortex lattices were observed by resonant absorption imaging. Local structure, defects, long range order and finite size effects were studied. Further experiments to achieve rapid rotating BEC adopted the deformed trap method cooperating with evaporative [26] and optical spin-up techniques [27] . Condensation (of Boson) near the Lowest Landau Level (LLL) was achieved. In the regime of low filling factor ν 10, the BEC would exhibit strongly correlated characters, where melting of vortex lattice due to quantum fluctuation, emergence of fractional statistical quasiparticle excitations and other interesting features may appear.
III. SPIN-ORBIT COUPLING

A. Generating Spin-Orbit Coupling in Cold Atom System
In non-relativistic quantum mechanics, the spin-orbit coupling induced from the non-relativistic limit of Dirac equation. It emerges as a magnetic field seen by the moving electron (Lorentz transform of electromagnetic field) coupling the spin in dipole form (to the leading order of non-relativistic limit). The magnetic field depends on the motion of the electron. If we study the motion in terms of Hamiltonian, the electromagnetic coupling enters through vector potential A and scalar potential V . If A is constant, B = ∇ × A = 0, therefore no spin-orbital coupling. This feature is no longer valid in non-Abelian case. Even if A is constant, B = ∇ × A + 
Therefore non-Abelian gauge fields inevitably leads to spin-orbit coupling. For example, the non-Abelian gauge field may invert isospin of the nucleon scattering a proton In condensed matter physic, Spin-Orbit Coupling (SOC) plays important roles in spin Hall effect [30] , anomalous Hall effect [31] , quantum spin Hall effect [32] [33] or topological insulator [34] [35] [36] , and quantum anomalous Hall effect [37] .
It is instructive to construct the non-Abelian gauge fields and to induce SOC in cold atom systems. We may control the system by finely tuning the laser and simulate those complex system. Effective field in cold atom systems provide a another way to study some high energy physics and particle physics, e.g. searching for Majorana modes, on the table without large accelerator. On the other hand cold atom also offers a setting to simulate the interacting may-body systems. In real materials it is electron, a Fermion who plays the central role, although although quasiparticle excitations of Boson may emerges. Cold atoms can be Fermion as well as Boson, which has its unique advantages.
Several schemes were proposed to generating SOC in cold atom systems. One of the intuitive way follows from our tripod model. Since A is a Hermitian 2 × 2 matrix, what would happen if it is proportional to the spin operator? A scheme proposed in Ref. 38 and 39 uses degenerate dark states in tripod model whose laser field configuration is shown in Fig. 4 . Properly choosing laser such that A = − κσ ⊥ , the effective Hamiltonian reduce to
where σ ⊥ = σ x e x + σ y e y and V is the total potential including trapping and effective potential that can be tuned diagonal. Suppose V is constant, therefore can be dropped out temporarily. Hamiltonian acting on the plane wave solution ψ k = ψe ik·r , we obtain
It has two branches corresponding to two eigenspinors. The dispersion relation is shown in 
which is a 2-dimensional Dirac Hamiltonian. This low energy effective Hamiltonian masters a massless particle obeying the Weyl equation. v 0 plays the role of speed of light, whereas, it is recoil velocity of the typical order 1cm/s associated with wave vector κ. The Hamiltonian H k commutes with 2D chirality operator σ = k · σ ⊥ /k. It was predicted to be able to observe negative reflection and Veselago-type lenses [38] [39] . A similar effective Hamiltonian emerges from Dirac cones in graphene [40] [41]. Non-Abelian AB effect was also proposed in a same configuration [29] . Another scheme to generate generalized RashbaDresselhaus SOC with regular polygon configuration of lasers was proposed by Juzeliūnas, Ruseckas and Dalibard [42] .
As we have shown in section II B, although dark states has no population in the excited state, it is not the lowest dressed level. Therefore collisions can still scatter the atoms out of dark submanifold to the ground dressed state. To over come this difficulty, another scheme cyclically coupling N ground or metastable states was proposed by Campbell, Juzeliūnas and Spielman [43] .
IV. OPTICAL FLUX LATTICE A. Optical Lattice
The confinement of cold atoms can be achieved by utilizing the dipole force [44] 
due to a spatially varying ac Stark shift experienced by the cold atoms in a light field. Two coherent offresonance counter propagating lasers interfere with each other and form a standing wave, which leads to spatially modulated intensity with period of λ/2, where λ is the wave length of the laser. Depending on the sign of detuning ∆, the atoms accumulate at the nodes (blue detuning) or the antinodes (red detuning) [45] . The quantized motion of the atoms comprise vibrational motion within an individual well and the tunneling between the neighbouring wells, leading to a band spectrum, whose dynamics can be described by a Boson-Hubbard Model [46] . Apart from simulating the condensed matter physics [46] [47], the cold atoms in optical lattice can also be used for quantum computation [48] . Transition to the Mott insulator state was supposed to be an efficient way of preparing a quantum register with a fixed number of atoms per lattice site [49] . This superfluid-Mott insulator transition was observed experimentally [50] . Even though the atoms in an optical lattice has close analog to the electrons in a crystal, there are several important differences. The spatial order does not result from interactions between atoms but from an external potential created by light [45] . The distance of two atoms are quite large large (of wave length), however their interaction may be tuned by Feshbach resonance [51] [52] . The optical lattice is thus very flexible by tuning parameters of lasers and atom-light coupling. The developments of these techniques enlarges the accessible range with cold atoms, enabling people to study strongly correlated system of complex quantum liquid [53] . For review of details about trapping atoms and forming optical lattice, the reader may resort to Ref. 44 . For recent review concerning the developments and application of optical lattice in the field of quantum gases one may resort to Ref. 49 and 53.
B. Optical Flux Lattice
In analog to the crystal electron moving under external electromagnetic field, we would like to apply a "magnetic field" to our atoms in optical lattice. As we have demonstrated in the previous sections, various schemes were proposed to generate an artificial gauge field in cold atom system. However a typical scale of the flux density is of order n φ ∼ 1/(Lλ), where L is a macroscopic length much larger than λ. In order to reach the strongly correlated regime, one requires a filling factor ν ∼ 1, i.e., L should be as large as λ. It is Cooper who proposed a possible scheme to generate such a strong "magnetic field" in optical lattice, which is referred as Optical Flux Lattice (OFL) [54] .
In section II A, we have shown that the Hamiltonian of a two level atom moving in a light field is of form
where U is a 2 × 2 Hermitian matrix dictating the atomlight coupling. It can be written in general as
Following the same procedure of projecting to one subspace of eigenstate |χ , we obtain the effective Hamiltonian of adiabatic orbital motion with an induced vector and scalar potential. The vector potential is given by
and the density of magnetic flux quanta is
where flux quanta Φ 0 = h [80]. Now let us deviate to consider some geometrical and topological argument. In quantum Hall effect, we applied a magnetic field perpendicular to the system in the x-y plane. This magnetic field is described by a vector potential, which explicitly breaks the translational symmetry (either with symmetrical gauge or Landau gauge). Whereas with this magnetic field, electrons forms Landau levels that are topologically non-trivial. However, Haldane [55] demonstrated that the topologically nontrivial band can be achieved without Landau levels preserving the translational symmetry. The non-triviality is indicated by Chern number defined as integral of Berry curvature over the First Brillouin Zone (FBZ). The parameter space of the Haldane model is the quasimomentum vectors in FBZ with a periodic boundary, i.e. all the momentum vectors within FBZ forms torus topologically. Mathematically, it means that integral of a closed form over a compact manifold without boundary, or i.e. closed form might not be exact, which reflects the nontrivial topology of the base manifold through de Rham cohomology.
With same reasoning, the vector gauge potential defined above is a connection of the frame bundle with basis < |χ >, and the magnetic field is the curvature 2-form induced from dA that is closed (only valid for Abelian case). Both of them are defined periodically over the optical lattice in x-y plane, or equivalently over a base manifold of torus by periodical identification. Different from the case by Haldane, the base manifold now is unit cell rather than torus. The integral of the curvature form may give Chern number other than 0 as long as we have non-trivial frame bundle |χ(R) (the base manifold of torus is topologically non-trivial).
More specifically, we, following Cooper's idea [54] , define the local Bloch vector
for which n · n = 1. The flux density follows as
where n i represents the components of Bloch vector n, and ∂ µ is the partial derivative with respect to the local coordinates. The antisymmetric tensor µν arises from exterior differential operators, and ijk is induced from volume form in three dimensional space (the spin operatorσ has three components). The expression of the flux density has a natural geometric meaning in analog to the Gauss-Weingarten map. As it is pointed out by Cooper [54] , the flux through an area A is given by
where Ωis the total solid angle that region A maps to on the Bloch sphere. Therefore total flux over a unit cell counts the number that Bloch sphere were wrapped and gives an integer number N φ .
In Ref. 54, Cooper projected n to the x-y plane and obtained a two dimensional vector field over the unit cell with periodic boundary condition. He also noticed that the net flux has close relation to the singular points of the vector field (where the vector field vanishes) [54] . Here we would like to interpret these results in a more geometrical way, which may help us calculate the Chern number without heavy numerical calculus.
It is plausible to assume that the singularity of the projected vector field is isolated. Thus we may consider a closed disc D containing the singularity p as an inner point, and define the index of p as the degree of the map f : ∂D → S 1 . f maps the vector v = Π ⊥ n at a point of ∂D to the unit sphere by v/|v|. The degree of f is simply winding number over S 1 as one turns once around D. Since n is a unit vector, at singularity p, v = 0 means n points either along positive z-direction or negative. Physically, This means that the off diagonal entries of the atom-light coupling vanish. The examples given in Ref. [54] all have singularities with deg f = ±1. All the interpretations following is easy to be generalized to singularities of higher indices which just means wrapping the sphere more than once. So we shall focus ourself only on the simplest cases of Index(p) = ±1 without loss of generality.
Consider a singular point p where n(p) = (0, 0, 1). The project vector field around p can be either red case or the blue case shown in Fig. 6(b) . If we turn around counter clockwisely (in the direction of red arrow) p along the red contour, the field vector mapped to the Bloch sphere turns around the North pole along the red dash-line counter clockwisely (also in the direction of red arrow) shown in Fig. 6(a) . So the singularity of this type (red case) is said to have an index Index(p) = 1. Similarly, in the case of blue, the field vector turns clockwisely on (For the singularity with n pointing to South pole as shown by green arrow, the index can be defined in a similar way. To avoid ambiguity, we shall always turn around the singularity counter clockwisely from top view. If the vector under the Bloch map also truns counter clockwisely from the view of North pole, the singularity has index 1; otherwise it has index−1.) If we choose a disc D small enough (it is always possible as singularity p is isolated), the vectors will be mapped to the corresponding cap on the Bloch sphere, and the flux through that region is proportional to the solid angle of the cap. If we choose a larger disc, the cap enclosed by the contour on the Bloch sphere may expand, shrink, tilt or even deformed. However as long as the boundary of our domain in the x-y plane does not traverse any other singularity, everything will be well defined. One must be careful to the orientation of the integral here. Since ijk appears in Eq. 85, the cap enclosing North pole with a counter clockwise boundary has a positive orientation, whereas the one enclosing South pole with a clockwise boundary (from the view of North pole) has positive ori-entation. Now we enlarge the domains, each containing one the singularity, to cover the unit cell, but keep the boundaries of the domains not traversing other singularities nor crossing each other. Then the integral over the unit cell is exactly the sum of the integral over every domain. It is worthy to note that all the boundaries cancel each other exactly in a sense that the orientations should be taken into account. (The boundary of the unit cell was identified under periodic boundary condition. It has a simple topological root that torus has no boundary.) If we consider the corresponding counter on the Bloch sphere, they should coincide with each other but with opposite orientation, which means the caps enclosed by them either have wrapped the Bloch sphere completely for finite times or they cancel each other exactly. (The integral over same cap with opposite boundary orientation differs by a minus sign.) In the former case, the solid angle wrapped by the caps is an integer multiples of 4π that means a net quantized flux (integer multiples of Φ 0 ) through unit cell.
Another remarkable feature deserve to be emphasised here is that the singularities (with index ±1) of the vector field over the torus must appear pairwisely. Due to Poincaré-Hopf index theorem
where χ is Euler characteristic and g is the genus of the manifold. In our case, torus has g = 1, so χ = 0. Thus the pair wise appearance of the singularities is the direct corollary from this theorem. If there are only two singularities in the unit cell, and both of them has the vector n pointing to North pole, they must cancel themselves and no net flux penetrates the unit cell. If they point in opposite direction, they should wrapping the sphere one time and do contribute to the net flux cooperatively. So, with this feature, as long as the assumptions of isolated singularities is valid, we can read off Chern number directly from the projected vector field instead of tedious numerical computations. In Ref. 54 pointed out that the singularities depends on the gauge chosen. Mathematically, this corresponds that the choice of connection is not unique. However, all the properties we concerned arise from the non-triviality of the frame bundle, which has a strong topological root that is independent of the specific choice of the connection. Back to physics, this means that all the physical properties are gauge independent, which is well-known to the physicists.
Back from the long deviation, with the scheme of OFL, we are able to generate a much stronger artificial magnetic field, which enable study the more strongly correlated regime previously unattainable. A scheme of OFL for two photon dressed states was proposed by Cooper and Dalibard [56] . Possibility of reaching Fractional Quantum Hall (FQH) states with QFL was also proposed [57] .
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this article we reviewed the historical developments in artificial gauge fields and spin-orbit couplings in cold atom systems. we worked out examples carefully and connected physical and mathematical formalisms of same objects in different ways. We gave intuitive and accessible physical and mathematical interpretations to optical flux lattice which reveals its deep connections between physics and topology.
The cold atom techniques have developed over past decays. Artificial gauge field in cold atom systems is a new laboratory tool for us to study novel quantum phenomena not only in cold atoms, but also condensed matter physics, quantum information and even particle physics and cosmology. New ideas and technologies are emerging which enable us to reach much farther and understand better of the complex quantum systems. Proof. Here we shall not give a detail proof. But one may easily observe that for α = 0, the measure tends to 0. Around α = 0, the measure diverges as t. The constant can be obtained by residue formula if one write sin 2 x = (1 − cos 2x)/2 as (1 − e 2ix )/2 and calculate a similar integral to the one in Theorem 1.
Proposition 3. df | ∧ |df = d f |df
Proof. Assume that internal degree of freedom is finite, the |f can be written componentwisely in a specific basis f = (f 1 , f 2 , ..., f N ) T . And the inner product is
Since df = (df 1 , df 2 , ..., df N )
where linearity of the inner product was used in the first step (thus d commutes with ), and d 2 = 0 was used in the second step. T , and then rotating in y-and z-direction consecutively (z after y). Therefore one obtain the eigenvectors in n-direction is | + (θ, φ) = e −iφ/2 cos(θ/2) e iφ/2 sin(θ/2) , | − (θ, φ) = −e −iφ/2 sin(θ/2) e iφ/2 cos(θ/2) ,
which is different from the choice in Eq. 19 up to a phase factor. Thus the gauge potential induced by them is connected by the formula A = U † AU + i U † dU , where U transform one basis to another.
Proof. In Eq. 19 we have used base vectors . may substitute (π/2 − φ) for ϑ and (π/2 − θ) for ϕ , and do a unitary transform of U = [e −2iS , 0; 0, 1], which leads to the correct result to Eq. (17) [80] Here we have taken q * = 1. The definition of the flux quantum differs from that defined in superconductor where q * = 2q. Factor 2 comes from the formation of cooper pair.
